WELDING EQUIPMENT
NEW SELCO SABRE 70 LAUNCH OFFER

Welcome to the first model in Selco’s brand new range of Sabre advanced plasma
cutters, which brings advanced displays to enhance the process of plasma cutting!
One of the most common comments we hear with regard to using plasma cutters is
that users are not always sure how to set the machine, and which torch consumables
to use for any given job.
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This issue is solved through Selco’s brilliant i-panel control screen, by which the
operator can set the thickness to cut, and the display shows the cutting current, size
of nozzle to use, and even the air pressure required! The display also shows both a
maximum and a recommended speed of travel to give the best cutting quality, so
reducing additional finishing!
Running off a 16A 3-phase supply the Sabre 70 has a high duty cycle measured at 40
degrees C of;70A @ 50%
65A @ 60%
55A @ 100%
Weighing only 18.6Kgs the Sabre 70 is a very compact and portable plasma cutter
offering the following cutting capacities;Detachment (severance) 32mm
Maximum clean cut 25mm
Recommended cut 20mm
Punching (piercing) 16mm
This special launch offer for the machine, 6mtr torch and 4mtr earth lead, the trolley
shown in the middle picture, together with all the torch spares in the lower
photograph. As with all Selco welders, this machine benefits from Selco’s up to 5 year
warranty.

OFFER PRICE £2195.00 + vat
The list price for this package is £2795.00 + vat
Please note this machine an air regulator fitted to the rear which accepts your choice
of air line fitting with a ¼ BSP male thread.
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